1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

The occipital cortex is organized in a hierarchical structure ([@bib0042]). Both nature (the innate genetic mechanism) and nurture of experiences work together in occipital development. Initial experience-independent processes include formation of anatomical and physiological maps, where the latter experience-dependent processes include maturation and refinement of the initial structures and established connections ([@bib0117]). This is in agreement with the proposal that there is a critical period for the effect of visual loss on occipital development ([@bib0025]). Abnormal visual experience during the critical period, such as early blindness (EB), can induce significant plastic changes in the occipital cortices and other intact brain regions. The most striking reorganization occurs in the occipital cortex, which has been historically regarded as a unimodal visual cortex for processing visual stimuli. The cortex begins responding to auditory and tactile inputs in EB individuals, which is a phenomenon known as cross-modal plasticity ([@bib0012]; [@bib0094]). Importantly, the cross-modal occipital responses in EB individuals appear to have functional relevance for nonvisual processing and may underlie their enhanced auditory and tactile abilities. First, several studies demonstrated a significant correlation between occipital activity and behavior performance during nonvisual tasks in EB individuals ([@bib0008]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0104]; [@bib0109]). Second, occipital stimulation induced by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) in EB individuals impairs behavior performance in nonvisual processing, including sound localization, Braille reading, and tactile perception ([@bib0005]; [@bib0024]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0062]). Third, there was a report on a congenitally blind woman with acquired occipital lesions was no longer able to read Braille, although she was a proficient Braille reader before the accident ([@bib0048]).

The occipital cortex has been shown to be involved in a variety of nonvisual processing paradigms ranging from low cognitive-demand tasks such as sensory perception ([@bib0060]; [@bib0112]; [@bib0116]) and attention ([@bib0071]; [@bib0134]) to high cognitive-demand tasks such as Braille reading ([@bib0020]; [@bib0024]), semantic processing ([@bib0019]; [@bib0091]) and speech processing ([@bib0113]). Investigations on the cross-modal plasticity of the occipital cortex associated with visual loss vary widely with respect to the blind group (early- and late-onset blindness), sensory modality (auditory, tactile, and olfactory), imaging modality (functional magnetic resonance/fMRI and positron emission tomography/PET), task domain (perception, attention, imagery, memory, and language), task paradigm and level of task difficulty. Furthermore, the results from a wide range of functional neuroimaging studies can be divergent due to the control task, contrast, and significance level. The functional significance of those cross-modal occipital responses across tasks remains unclear.

Another interesting question involves the function-specific sensory-independent brain organization in EB individuals. In the last decade or so, accumulated evidence from the EB population has shown that the occipital cortices mainly process certain functions, whether they are conveyed by auditory or tactile input ([@bib0095]; [@bib0110]). Some authors refer to this phenomenon as the \'supramodal\' or 'metamodal' organization of the cortex ([@bib0094]), suggesting that the occipital cortex may be organized according to a certain computation for a particular function, independent of the sensory modality that conveys the input to the brain. To investigate the function-specific sensory-independent brain organization in EB individuals, one should investigate multiple functional tasks simultaneously in the same blind individuals, and the stimuli of the tasks included should be conveyed by different nonvisual modalities. A recent study employed such designs to investigate the spatial processing of auditory and tactile stimuli in EB individuals ([@bib0109]). The results demonstrated no modality-specific occipital activation and increased activation of the middle occipital gyrus (MOG) for spatial over non-spatial processing of both auditory and tactile stimuli, suggesting that the function-specific sensory-independent spatial processing occurs in the MOG of EB individuals ([@bib0109]). Several neuroimaging reviews on the functional specificity of the visual cortex in EB individuals have recently been published, such as [@bib0107], [@bib0111], and [@bib0063]. One consensus is that the functional specificity of the dual visual streams is only preserved in individuals with EB and not in individuals who lost their vision later in life ([@bib0027], [@bib0026]). However, these studies do not address the question of sensory independence and are qualitative in nature. The present study aims to conduct a quantitative meta-analysis of the literature to provide more solid evidence on the function-specific sensory-independent processing of the occipital cortex in EB individuals.

Although numerous studies in EB have reported occipital activation during nonvisual processing, the functional significance and function-specific sensory-independence of these cross-modal occipital responses have yet to be systematically examined. We have only identified one meta-analysis study in this field, which has several limitations ([@bib0111]). First, the meta-analysis involved only a small number of studies, resulting in limited statistical power. Second, the study only investigated the role of sensory modality, but not functional specialization. Third, the study did not conduct conjunction analysis on auditory and tactile modalities, and it did not investigate sensory-independent processing in EB individuals. To overcome these limitations, the present study sought to characterize the function-specific sensory-independent cross-modal responses that were consistently recruited in EB using a large data set. Meta-analysis is useful for examining consistency patterns across paradigms and studies by integrating data into an overall statistical analysis. The present study employed activation likelihood estimation (ALE) to draw a consensus across neuroimaging studies in EB individuals. The present meta-analysis sought to address three main aims:•*Aim 1*: Which brain regions are recruited for each specific function (object, spatial, and linguistic) (aim 1a)? Which brain regions are univocally and selectively recruited in each functional domain (aim 1b)?•*Aim 2*: For each function, which brain regions are selectively recruited in EB individuals compared with sighted control (SC) individuals?•*Aim 3*: For EB individuals, which brain regions are recruited in both auditory and tactile modalities?

2. Material and methods {#sec0002}
=======================

2.1. Literature search and selection {#sec0003}
------------------------------------

A literature search was conducted according to the PRISMA guidelines for systematic reviews and meta-analyses ([@bib0083]). The PubMed and Web of Science databases were searched to identify functional neuroimaging studies investigating congenitally blind and EB individuals were published in English between Jan 1995 and Dec 2018. We used the following search terms: (fMRI OR PET OR neuroimaging) AND (early blind OR congenitally blind OR blindness). All identified articles were first screened by title, and then abstract. The articles that were excluded included review articles, articles without a blind group, and articles not using task based fMRI or PET techniques. The remaining articles were imported to EndNote X7 and further reviewed through the following criteria: (1) coordinates of activation were reported in either Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space ([@bib0030]) or standardized Talairach space ([@bib0127]); (2) the contrast was within-group based, rather than between-group based; (3) whole-brain analyses to obtain activation results; (4) univariate approach that revealed localized increased activation; and (5) a minimum of five participants were included in the final analyses. A flow chart illustrating the detailed study selection process is depicted in [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Flowchart of literature search and selection process.Fig 1

A total of 55 published articles satisfied the above criteria ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). For studies involved with multiple and independent contrasts, only the contrast that most strongly reflected the process of interest was included in each analysis. For instance, several studies involved blind participants performing a task with a certain sensory substitution device ([@bib0010]; [@bib0022]; [@bib0103]; [@bib0125]); thus, the contrasts at post-training were selected. Three out of 55 included articles ([@bib0045]; [@bib0131], [@bib0132]) performed the same experiment in two independent samples, which were both included in the analysis without the need to adjust for multiple contrasts. It is noted that several studies used the same subject sample to perform multiple relevant tasks ([@bib0093]; [@bib0109]; [@bib0126]), and a potential overlap of the subject samples in the selected publications cannot be ruled out.Table 1Summary of publications included for the main meta-analyses.Table 1PublicationNumber of blind subjectsImagingContrastFunctional domain[@bib0001]9 EB, 12 SCfMRINumerical Vs. Letter and colorOther function[@bib0008]10 EB, 7 SCfMRIVerb generation Vs. Auditory noise controlLanguage[@bib0007]8 EB, 8 SCfMRIObject recognition Vs. Sensory motor controlObjectArenas et al. (2016)10 EB, 15 SCfMRITonal processing Vs Atonal processingOther function[@bib0010]6 EB, 6 SCPETPattern recognition Vs. Detection of noiseObject[@bib0011]8 EB, 7 SCfMRISymmetry detection Vs. Motor controlObject[@bib0013]10 EB, 21 SCfMRIMotion perception Vs. RestSpatial[@bib0014]11 EB, 17 SCfMRIPerception of sentence and word lists Vs. Perception of jabberwocky and nonword listsLanguage[@bib0015]9 EB, 10 SCfMRISpatial imagery Vs. ControlSpatial[@bib0018]6 EBPETBraille reading Vs. Auditory processingLanguage[@bib0020a]a)7 EBfMRIVerb generation to Braille stimuli Vs. Passive touching Braille pattern stimuliLanguage[@bib0020]b)8 EB, 8 SCfMRIVerb generation to heard nouns Vs. Passive listening to indecipherable soundsLanguage[@bib0022]11 EB, 14 SCfMRISpatial judgment of target sound Vs. Sound detectionSpatial[@bib0025]8 EBPETBraille discrimination Vs. RestLanguage[@bib0029]11 EB, 11 SCfMRISpatial judgment Vs. Pitch judgmentSpatial[@bib0035]7 EBfMRIImagery of locomotion Vs. RestSpatial[@bib0033]6 EB, 6 SCPETMental imagery of object Vs. ControlObject[@bib0036][@bib0037]15 EB, 13 SCfMRIMotion perception Vs. Static perceptionSpatialDormal et al. (2017)16 EBfMRIRecognition of object sounds Vs. Recognition of object scrambled soundsObject[@bib0055]12 EBfMRIPerforming kinesthetically guided hand movementsSpatial[@bib0043]11 EB, 14 SCfMRIMaze learning Vs. RestSpatial[@bib0044]12 EBfMRIBraille readingLanguage[@bib0045]5 EB, 7 SCfMRIBinaural sound localization Vs. ControlSpatial7 EBfMRIBinaural sound localization Vs. ControlSpatial[@bib0046]10 EB, 15 SCfMRITonal Vs. Atonal musical perceptionOther functions[@bib0047]9 EBfMRIVirtual navigation Vs. Motor controlSpatial[@bib0050]14 EB, 16 SCfMRISize judgment Vs. ControlObject[@bib0052]11 EB, 12 SCfMRIEyes Open Vs. Eyes ClosedOther function[@bib0054]17 EB, 19 SCfMRIDecide whether two math equations were same or not Vs. Language controlOther function[@bib0057]10 EBfMRIBraille words Vs. Tactile controlsLanguage[@bib0058]17 EB, 22 SCfMRIIdentification of facial expressions Vs. ShoesObject[@bib0061]10 EB, 10 SCfMRIRecognition of a learned route Vs. Recognition of a scrambled routeSpatial[@bib0066]6 EB, 6 SCfMRIMental imagery of objects Vs. Passive listening to abstract wordsObject[@bib0068]16 EB, 18 SCfMRISentence Vs NonwordLanguage[@bib0070]10 EB, 14 SCfMRIRecognition of human action sounds Vs. backward-played versions of those soundsOther function[@bib0072]19 EB, 23 SCfMRIValence judgment Vs. RestOther function[@bib0079]8 EB, 9 SCfMRIMotion perception Vs. RestSpatial[@bib0092]9 EBfMRIVerb generation to heard nouns Vs. Verb repeat to heard nounsLanguage[@bib0093]10 EB, 10 SCfMRI2-back working memory of words Vs. 0-backLanguage2-back working memory of location Vs. 0-backSpatial2-back working memory of pitch Vs. 0-backObject[@bib0099]16 EBfMRITouch Braille letter Vs. RestLanguage[@bib0103]6 EB, 5 SCPETOrientation discrimination Vs. RestSpatial[@bib0101]7 EB, 6 SCPETMotion discrimination Vs. RestSpatial[@bib0102]8 EB, 10 SCfMRIShape Vs. RestObject[@bib0089]9 EBfMRIRecognition of words Vs. Phonological controlLanguage[@bib0109]12 EB, 12 SCfMRIIdentification Vs. DetectionObjectLocalization Vs. DetectionSpatial[@bib0106]10 EB, 10 SCfMRIAuditory discrimination or categorization Vs. Olfactory discrimination or categorizationLanguage[@bib0114]8 EB, 10 SCPETBraille reading Vs. RestLanguageAngle and width discrimination Vs. RestObject[@bib0119]8 EBfMRIReading with semantic stimuli Vs. Reading with scrambled stimuliLanguage[@bib0121]12 EB, 15 SCfMRIDiscrimination with cue Vs. Discrimination without cueOther function[@bib0125]8 EBfMRIRecognition of letters Vs. ControlLanguage[@bib0126]11 EB, 9 SCfMRIShape Vs. LocationObjectLocation Vs. ShapeSpatial[@bib0124]7 EB, 7 SCfMRIPerceive full-body shapes Vs. Perceive other objectsObject[@bib0129]15 EBfMRISound localization Vs. Target detectionSpatial[@bib0130]5 EB, 5 SCPETSpatial imagery of matrix Vs. Memory taskSpatial[@bib0131]5 EB, 7 SCPETSound source discrimination Vs. RestSpatial7 EBPETSound source discrimination Vs. RestSpatial[@bib0132]5 EB, 7 SCPETLocation differentiation of a sound pair (same/different) Vs. Auditory perceptionSpatial7 EBPETLocation differentiation of a sound pair (same/different) Vs. Auditory perceptionSpatial[@bib0135]9 EB, 9 SCPETAuditory localization and joystick movement Vs. RestSpatial

2.2. ALE meta-analysis {#sec0004}
----------------------

The meta-analysis was conducted according to the guidelines ([@bib0086]). All meta-analyses were carried out using the ALE technique implemented in Ginger ALE, Version 3.0.2 ([@bib0038]; [@bib0065]). At first, studies that used MNI coordinates were converted to Talairach coordinates ([@bib0127]) using icbm2tal ([@bib0067]). Then, all Talairach coordinates were imported into the ALE software to perform meta-analysis ([@bib0038]; [@bib0065]). The reported coordinates were modeled with a three-dimensional Gaussian probability distribution, and the maximum probabilities associated with each primary locus of activation were combined to create modeled activation (MA) maps for each individual experiment. To determine the anatomical convergence across experiments, the union of all MA maps was then computed voxel by voxel by considering sample size in each experiment. For both the EB and SC groups, we ran a series of separate ALE analyses for each function, dividing the studies into object function, spatial function, linguistic function, and other functions (aim 1a). For the EB group, each function-specific meta-analysis was contrasted against the meta-analysis from the remaining functions pooled together ([@bib0065]) (aim 1b). For each function, contrast analyses were conducted between the EB and SC groups (aim 2). Finally, different meta-analyses were performed separately for auditory and tactile modalities, and then conjunction analyses were conducted on both sensory modalities (aim 3). For within-group analyses, the ALE statistic was calculated at each voxel, and the results were corrected for multiple comparisons using the cluster-level family-wise error (FWE) method ([@bib0039]). The voxel-level threshold was set at *P* \< 0.001, and the cluster-level threshold was set at *P* \< 0.05 using 5000 permutations for correcting multiple comparisons. For between-group contrast analyses, the ALE maps were corrected using a false discovery rate (FDR) method with a corrected P value less than 0.05 and 20 mm^3^ minimum volume size.

3. Results {#sec0005}
==========

3.1. Spatial function {#sec0006}
---------------------

For the spatial function, 25 contrasts with 256 foci were analyzed in 224 EB individuals, and 19 contrasts with 196 foci were analyzed in 191 SC individuals. The results are reported in [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} and graphically presented in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}. For the EB group, the meta-analysis on the studies involving spatial functions revealed consistent activations in the bilateral precuneus extending to superior parietal lobule (SPL), right middle temporal gyrus (MTG), right parahippocampal gyrus, left inferior parietal lobule (IPL), right middle frontal gyrus (MFG) extending to precentral gyrus, right insula, and right cuneus. As compared with other functions, spatial function specifically activated bilateral precuneus. For the SC group, consistent activations were found in the bilateral insula and right parito-frontal area, including IPL, precuneus, MFG, and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). Contrast analysis revealed more consistent activations in the right lingual gyrus and right cuneus in EB group as compared with SC group. Conjunction analysis on EB and SC revealed consistent activations in the right insula, left IPL, right precuneus, and right precentral gyrus.Table 2Brain areas activated in spatial functions.Table 2Cluster sizeBrain regionBrodmann areaMNI coordinatesareaxyz***Early blind subjects***3152Precuneus716−6646Precuneus712−7240Cuneus1818−8228Superior Parietal Lobule716−58582704Precuneus7−14−7442Precuneus7−18−6050Superior Parietal Lobule7−10−68521736Middle Temporal Gyrus3744−60−4Parahippocampal Gyrus1938−50−61576Inferior Parietal Lobule40−32−52441496Precuneus730−4240Superior Parietal Lobule728−56401256Middle Frontal Gyrus624−1454Precentral Gyrus632−850Precentral Gyrus638−8501072Insula13321614Insula1334226840Cuneus1720−848***Sighted control subjects***2408Inferior Parietal Lobule4044−5046Precuneus730−4240Inferior Parietal Lobule4054−42442240Insula13321810Insula13322241912Middle Frontal Gyrus628−6581840Insula13−301810Insula\*−341621648Inferior Parietal Lobule40−36−5038936Inferior Frontal Gyrus9541030***Specific activation in early blind subjects (spatial VS non-spatial)***216Precuneus714−585872Precuneus7−10−6951***Hyper-activation (blind VS sighted)***368Lingual Gyrus1722−858136Cuneus1820−8427***Conjunctive-activation (blind and sighted)***856Insula13321612Insula1334226560Inferior Parietal Lobule40−34−5242464Precuneus730−4240416Precentral Gyrus628−1052Fig. 2Spatial functions related activations. The figure (a) represents 3D brain activations for spatial functions in the EB group; (b) specific activations in the EB group, spatial versus non-spatial functions; (c) hyper-activations in the EB group compared with SC group; (d) common activations in both EB and SC groups.Fig 2

3.2. Object function {#sec0007}
--------------------

For the object function, 15 contrasts with 163 foci were analyzed in 145 EB individuals, and 14 contrasts with 147 foci were analyzed in 139 SC individuals. The results are reported in [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} and graphically presented in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}. For the EB group, the meta-analysis on the studies involving object functions revealed consistent activations in the bilateral inferior occipital gyrus (IOG), left MOG, left precuneus, and bilateral cerebellum. As compared with other functions, object function was specifically activated left inferior temporal gyrus (ITG) and right cerebellum. For the SC group, consistent activations were found in the left angular gyrus and bilateral medial frontal gyrus (MeFG). Contrast analysis revealed more consistent activations in the left fusiform gyrus in EB group as compared with SC group. Null results were found to be commonly activated for both EB and SC individuals.Table 3Brain areas activated in object functions.Table 3Cluster sizeBrain regionBrodmann areaMNI coordinatesareaxyz***Early blind subjects***4840Cerebellum\*32−66−16Inferior Temporal Gyrus\*40−62−4Inferior Occipital Gyrus1832−78−83048Middle Occipital Gyrus37−46−64−4Cerebellum\*−32−64−18Inferior Occipital Gyrus18−32−78−8952Precuneus7−20−7242***Sighted control subjects***1136Angular Gyrus39−28−60361032Medial Frontal Gyrus62252Medial Frontal Gyrus6−4250***Specific activation in early blind subjects (object VS non-object)***1160Cerebellum\*33−73−17376Inferior Temporal Gyrus19−53−660Inferior Temporal Gyrus37−48−641***Hyper-activation (blind VS sighted)***752Fusiform Gyrus1936−67−6***Conjunctive-activation (blind and sighted)***NAFig. 3Object functions related activations. The figure (a) represents 3D brain activations for object functions in the EB group; (b) specific activations in the EB group, object versus non-object functions; (c) hyper-activations in the EB compared with SC group .Fig 3

3.3. Linguistic function {#sec0008}
------------------------

For the linguistic function, 17 contrasts with 221 foci were analyzed in 166 EB individuals. Among the included studies, only 6 studies investigated SC individuals and provided coordinate details. As a result, we did not conduct analysis on linguistic function on SC group. The results are reported in [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"} and graphically presented in [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}. The meta-analysis on the studies involving language functions revealed consistent activations in the left cuneus extending to MOG and lingual gyrus, left fusiform gyrus, right precuneus extending to SPL, left precentral gyrus, left IFG, and left supramarginal gyrus. As compared with other functions, language processing was associated with left cuneus extending to lingual gyrus, left precentral gyrus, and left IPL.Table 4Brain areas activated in language functions.Table 4Cluster sizeBrain regionBrodmann areaMNI coordinatesareaxyz***Early blind subjects***5712Cuneus17−16−906Middle Occipital Gyrus18−24−8416Lingual Gyrus17−6−8622624Fusiform Gyrus19−42−68−101792Precuneus1926−7236Superior Parietal Lobule728−66481712Precentral Gyrus6−40−444Inferior Frontal Gyrus9−50224Precentral Gyrus6−402321200Supramarginal Gyrus40−44−3834***Specific activation in early blind subjects (language VS non-language)***1160Cuneus17−16−9010Lingual Gyrus17−21−8417176Precentral Gyrus6−43−243160Inferior Parietal Lobule40−46−3734Fig. 4Linguistic functions related activations in the EB individuals. The figure (a) represents 3D brain activations for linguistic functions in the EB group; (b) represents specific activations in the EB group, linguistic versus non- linguistic functions.Fig 4

3.4. Auditory and tactile modalities {#sec0009}
------------------------------------

For the auditory modality, 38 contrasts with 432 foci were analyzed in 390 EB individuals. For the tactile modality, 19 contrasts with 275 foci were analyzed in 180 EB individuals. Conjunction analysis on auditory and tactile modalities revealed common activations in the right MTG and a parieto-occipital network, including precuneus, IPL, supramarginal gyrus, lingual gyrus, and MOG ([Table 5](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}).Table 5Brain areas commonly activated in auditory and tactile modalities in early blindness.Table 5Cluster sizeBrain regionBrodmann areaMNI coordinatesareaxyz1080Middle Temporal Gyrus3742−62−4712Precuneus722−7238624Lingual Gyrus17−20−904Lingual Gyrus17−16−886624Inferior Parietal Lobule40−32−5444488Precuneus7−16−7440296Middle Occipital Gyrus37−46−66−6Fusiform Gyrus19−38−72−10200Supramarginal Gyrus40−42−4036168Precuneus718−6446Precuneus716−6844

4. Discussion {#sec0010}
=============

The past decade has witnessed an explosion of interest in examining neural underpinnings of cross-modal plasticity following sensory loss ([@bib0016]; [@bib0051]; [@bib0120]). Although the existence of such cross-modal changes is certain, the properties of these cross-modal adaptations remain unclear. The objective of the current work was to quantitatively synthesize the results of previous neuroimaging studies on EB and SC individuals, and to characterize brain regions specifically involved in different functional domains and commonly activated in both auditory and tactile modalities. The main findings are as follows: (1) the cross-modal occipital responses in EB individuals had functional specification for language processing, but not for spatial and object processing; (2) the left cuneus and lingual gyrus take on language processing as a result of early visual loss; (3) the dual visual streams seem to be preserved in EB individuals, that is the dorsal stream is for spatial/motion processing and the ventral stream is for object processing; (4) the cross-modal occipital responses in EB individuals do not dependent on sensory modality.

4.1. Spatial function {#sec0011}
---------------------

The current results found a spatial network for the EB individuals, which comprises dorsal frontal and parietal regions in bilateral hemispheres, insula, MTG, and cuneus in right hemisphere. Importantly, conjunction analysis revealed a core network common for both EB and SC individuals, which comprises the right insula, right precuneus, right precentral gyrus, and left IPL. The dorsal frontoparietal network in both hemispheres, including MFG, precuneus, and SPL, is largely overlapped with the spatial network in sighted individuals revealed by a meta-analysis study ([@bib0031]). The authors conducted systematic review and coordinate-based meta-analysis on 133 neuroimaging studies that are dealing with spatial processing in sighted individuals, and identified a core network underlying spatial function comprises dorsal frontoparietal regions, presupplementary motor area, anterior insula, and frontal operculum in bilateral hemispheres ([@bib0031]). The common dorsal frontoparietal network in our current results and the meta-analysis results of spatial function have two important indications. First, there is a shared mechanism underlying the spatial functions in sighted and blind individuals. One proposed mechanism is attentional orientation, which is underlying a variety of tasks requiring the internal maintenance of task-related representations, such as mental imagery ([@bib0059]) and working memory ([@bib0090]). Second, the common dorsal frontoparietal network is supramodal and mediates attentional orienting to all sensory modalities ([@bib0073]; [@bib0100]).

The contrast results illustrated that the bilateral precuneus was specifically activated for processing spatial information over nonspatial information in EB individuals. This is supported by the multisensory account for spatial processing. Spatial cues, such as orientation, distance, and motion, can be obtained through multiple sensory modalities. The dorsal stream appears to be shaped by spatial processing in not only visual but also tactile and auditory modalities ([@bib0055]; [@bib0118]). For sighted individuals, several parietal regions, including the precuneus, are identified as multisensory operators for spatial processing ([@bib0108]). After visual loss, the precuneus of EB individuals could be activated by the spatial processing of auditory and tactile stimuli. Involvement of the precuneus was reported in EB individuals during sound localization ([@bib0045]; [@bib0129]), tactile maze learning ([@bib0043]), route recognition ([@bib0061]), and visuo-spatial imagery ([@bib0130]). However, the null findings on the occipital region are not consistent with previous findings suggesting that the dorsal visual regions respond preferentially to spatial functions ([@bib0029]; [@bib0109]). We provide two reasons for this discrepancy. First, rather than separate occipital regions, EB individuals may rely on strengthened cortico-cortical connections between parietal and visual areas ([@bib0062]; [@bib0069]; [@bib0103]; [@bib0136]). Second, spatial information is processed in the service of several different cognitive functions, including perception, attention, working memory, mental imagery, and navigation. This is supported by the conjunction results suggesting a core spatial network common for both EB and SC individuals. As a consequence of visual loss, cross-modal plastic changes occur in those cognitive functions differently. The contrast analysis between the two subject groups revealed more activations at the right cuneus and right lingual gyrus. The right cuneus is a subregion mainly located in the right dorsal occipital stream, which has been extensively documented as subserving visuo-spatial/motion functions in sighted individuals. It suggests that the right cuneus maintain their functional role of spatial processing in early blind individuals. The lingual gyrus is a primary visual region located along the dorsal stream and has been reported to be involved during direction and motion discrimination ([@bib0032]) and spatial learning in navigational space ([@bib0088]).

4.2. Object function {#sec0012}
--------------------

The contrast analysis of object versus non-object functions revealed consistent activations in the left ITG and right cerebellum for object function. The stereotactic coordinates of our ITG activation (*x*=−53, *y*=−66, *z* = 0) are very close to those reported in previous studies ([@bib0007]; [@bib0097]; [@bib0102]). For instance, Pietrini and coworkers found category-related patterns of responses in the ITG in a group of EB participants and concluded that the representation of objects in the ventral visual pathway is a representation of abstract object features ([@bib0097]). Another study found stronger BOLD responses in the ITG during nonhaptic shape recognition through a tongue display unit ([@bib0102]). Similarly, involvement of the ITG has been reported in sighted individuals while performing multisensory visual/tactile or auditory/visual object processing ([@bib0053]; [@bib0087]; [@bib0122]).

According to human anatomy, the ITG is part of the lateral occipital cortex (LOC/LOtv), which is regarded as an object-selective area in the ventral visual pathway ([@bib0078]). Stimulation of the LOC disrupts object recognition by the use of a sensory substitution device in EB individuals but not in blindfolded sighted controls ([@bib0082]). The LOC seems to play a fundamental role in object recognition in EB. Previous studies have shown further that this region responds selectively to objects across sensory modalities ([@bib0006], [@bib0004], [@bib0009]; [@bib0123]). It seems that the LOC is multisensory in nature ([@bib0064]) and provides modality-independent representations of objects. This is supported by effective connectivity data indicating bottom-up projections from the primary somatosensory cortex to the LOC ([@bib0034]; [@bib0096]) and by functional connectivity data indicating strengthened functional connectivity between the auditory cortex and LOC during auditory-shape processing ([@bib0056]). Taken together, the findings suggested that the LOC hosts a trisensory representation of objects and plays an important role in object recognition in sensory loss.

The contrast results suggested more activations in the right fusiform gyrus for object function in the EB group compared with the SC group. The fusiform gyrus, known as the temporo-occipital gyrus, is located within the LOC. Involvement of the fusiform gyrus has been reported in sighted individuals while performing multisensory visual/tactile or auditory/visual object processing ([@bib0053]; [@bib0087]; [@bib0122]). [@bib0128] designed two compensatory experiments to pinpoint the neural correlates representing object-specific information of trisensory modalities. In the first experiment, the authors identified that the fusiform gyrus was consistently activated by object processing in visual, auditory, and tactile modalities. The second experiment revealed that the same fusiform gyrus was activated during multisensory matching of object-related information across the three sensory modalities. Importantly, lesion studies provide evidence indicating that damage to the fusiform gyrus results in deficits in a variety of object recognition tasks ([@bib0040]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0085]). In parallel, activation of the fusiform gyrus was also observed in EB individuals during pattern and form recognition using a sensory substitution device ([@bib0010]; [@bib0102]), mental imagery of shape ([@bib0033]), and even olfactory recognition of an object ([@bib0106]). Furthermore, a previous study showed that the involvement of the fusiform gyrus in EB during tactile recognition of objects is category-related ([@bib0098]). Taken together, the findings suggest that the fusiform gyrus also hosts a trisensory representation of objects and plays an important role in object recognition in sensory loss.

4.3. Linguistic function {#sec0013}
------------------------

A left-lateralized language network comprising the prefrontal, lateral temporal, and temporoparietal cortices has been consistently reported in the literature ([@bib0023]; [@bib0074]). The neural systems that support linguistic functions are particularly plastic early in life ([@bib0074]; [@bib0080]). Due to early visual loss and delays in language acquisition, the neural basis of language processing is modified in EB individuals ([@bib0002]; [@bib0081]). In addition to the classic language network, visual areas are also activated in EB individuals during language related tasks, such as Braille reading, verb generation, lexical retrieval, and sentence comprehension ([@bib0018]; [@bib0020]; [@bib0025]; [@bib0115]). The activation of these visual regions is sensitive to manipulations of grammatical complexity ([@bib0068]; [@bib0113]). Disruption of the occipital regions by TMS impairs performance on Braille reading and verb generation ([@bib0005]; [@bib0024]; [@bib0048]; [@bib0075]). However, it is not known whether these occipital regions are selectively involved in the processing of linguistic over nonlinguistic stimuli. We propose that distinct occipital regions are involved in linguistic and nonlinguistic functions and that the occipital regions for language processing are strongly left lateralized. Consistent with this idea, the current results revealed consistent activations of the left cuneus and left lingual gyrus that are selectively involved in linguistic processing. This is a novel finding.

After visual loss in early life, the left cuneus and left lingual gyrus in EB develop a specialization for language processing and are incorporated into the language system during development. This is in agreement with the proposal of \'reverse hierarchical organization\' of the visual cortex for EB individuals. In normal vision individuals, the primary visual cortex (V1) receives input from the lateral geniculate nucleus, and the information is then sent to the extrastriate visual areas (V2-V4). Along the hierarchical processing pathways, neuronal response properties become increasingly complex, and inputs with low-level properties are transformed into more abstract representations. In EB individuals, however, accumulating evidence suggests a reverse functional hierarchy with V1 activated preferentially by higher cognitive functions such as language and memory tasks ([@bib0014]; [@bib0019]; [@bib0104]; [@bib0115]). For instance, a strong correlation has been found between activation of V1 and performance on verbal memory and language-related tasks ([@bib0008]). Interference by brain stimulation in the occipital pole reduced accuracy on a verbal-generation task in EB subjects, and the most common error was semantic rather than phonological ([@bib0005]).

4.4. Auditory and tactile modality {#sec0014}
----------------------------------

Both tactile and auditory tasks produced common activations at the right MTG, right precuneus, and a left parieto-occipital area, including IPL, precuneus, supramarginal gyrus, lingual gyrus, MOG, and fusiform gyrus. . This finding lends support to the proposal of a \'supramodal\' organization of brain ([@bib0126]; [@bib0133]). Recent studies used multivariate analyses to reveal a shared coding of specific content, such as motion, shape, and semantic knowledge, in congenitally blind individuals across different sensory modalities ([@bib0037]; [@bib0049]; [@bib0077]). Studies using sensory-substitution devices also support the proposal of supramodal organization of occipital cortex that is sensory independent ([@bib0009]; [@bib0102]).

4.5. Clinical implications {#sec0015}
--------------------------

The current findings provide important support for the proposal of a function-specific sensory-independent brain organization in EB individuals. This suggests that the brains of congenitally and early blind individuals are organized according to functional specializations of the normal visual cortex, but not to sensory modalities. This has great contributions to rehabilitation for congenitally and early blind individuals via sensory substitution devices (SSDs). First, the SSDs can be better designed according to functions, such as localization SSDs, object recognition SSDs, and linguistic SSDs. Second, the SSDs can be evolved from processing simple sensory stimuli to processing more complex information, such as faces and emotion. Finally, given that the brain is organized independent of sensory modality, the design of SSDs and training on using SSDs can utilize multiple sensory modalities to facilitate the interpretation of complex information conveyed by the SSDs.

5. Limitations {#sec0016}
==============

The study has several intrinsic limitations. First, the subjects consisted of not only congenitally blind individuals, but also individuals with early blindness. The onset age to define early blindness varied across the studies. The discrepancies in the population may have affected the results and conclusions. Second, the contrast analyses were affected by an unbalanced number of studies targeting different functions, which may have affected the resulting number and dimension of the clusters. Finally, the limited number of linguistic studies on SC individuals did not allow us to conduct contrast analysis between the EB and SC groups. Therefore, differences and similarities between EB and SC individuals in terms of the neural correlates underlying linguistic function await further investigation.

6. Conclusion {#sec0017}
=============

In conclusion, the results of the meta-analysis suggest that the dual streams seem to be preserved in EB individuals, that is, the precuneus (dorsal stream) is for spatial/motion processing, and the angular gyrus and medial frontal gyrus (ventral stream) are for object processing. However, the cross-modal occipital responses in EB individuals had functional specifications for linguistic processing but not for spatial and object processing. The left cuneus and lingual gyrus take on linguistic processing in the presence of early visual loss. The \'supramodal\' organization of the brain has been evidenced in the right MTG, right precuneus and a left parieto-occipital area.
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